We describe a novel technique for the automatic synthesis of tail-recursive programs. The technique is to specify the required program using the standard equations and then synthesise the tail-recursive program using the proofs as programs technique. This requires the speci cation to be proved realisable in a constructive logic. Restrictions on the form of the proof ensure that the synthesised program is tail-recursive.
Introduction
Consider the following two de nitions 2 of procedures for reversing lists (:: is in x cons): rev n (nil) = nil rev t (l) = rev 2 (l; nil) rev n (h :: t) = append(rev n (t); h :: nil) rev 2 (nil; a) = a rev 2 (h :: t; a) = rev 2 (t; h :: a) The auxiliary procedure, rev 2 , is tail recursive. That is, recursive calls to rev 2 occur only as the outermost function of the procedure body. The accumulator argument, a, is used to build up the output as the recursion is entered, so that nothing remains to be done as the recursion exits. This has important consequences for the e ciency of rev 2 and, hence, rev t . It is not necessary to maintain a stack of recursive calls during its implementation, which cuts down considerably on the space requirements of a procedure call. Thus, tail recursive procedures can be compiled into iterative ones. In contrast, we will call rev n a na ve procedure. It is the obvious de nition of list reversal, and so easy for programmers to discover, but is much less space e cient.
In many cases it is possible to transform na ve procedures into equivalent tail recursive ones. For instance, any linearly recursive procedure can be transformed into a tail-recursive one 11], although the general process for doing this creates rather convoluted and sub-optimal tail-recursive procedures. Various attempts have been made to automate tail recursive transformation, e.g. 6] , thus freeing the programmer from the burden of discovering the more e cient, but more complex, de nition. Another approach, described in 8], uses general second-order templates of transformations, but is inevitably limited to such cases as have been anticipated and proved to preserve equivalence. In this paper we consider a novel technique for automating the synthesis of tail recursive procedures based on the proofs as programs technique.
Proofs as programs is a technique for synthesising computer programs from proofs that their speci cations are realisable. Suppose spec(inputs; output) is a logical relation between the inputs and outputs of a program. We prove the speci cation theorem: 8inputs; 9output: spec(inputs; output) in a constructive logic. Intuitively, this proof must show how given any combination of inputs, an output can be constructed that meets the speci cation. This construction can be extracted from the proof and expressed as the required program. The use of a constructive logic excludes`pure existence' proofs, where the existence of an output is proved without a suitable construction being exhibited. By using an automatic theorem prover to prove the speci cation theorem we can automate the process of program synthesis.
Di erent proofs of the same speci cation theorem yield di erent procedures meeting the same speci cation. For instance, from a speci cation of list reversal we can synthesise either the na ve or the tail recursive procedure, according to the proof we nd. We have identi ed a characterisation of proofs that synthesise tail recursive procedures, following 10]. The essence is that the witnesses of the two existential quanti ers, one in the induction hypothesis and one in the induction conclusion, should be identical. The witness of an existential quanti er is the object which is the evidence of the existence asserted. If we restrict our theorem prover to proofs of this form then we can guarantee to synthesise only tail recursive functions. These witnesses give the value of the function. Equality between them means that the function does not change value as the recursive call is exited.
A key idea is that we can use the na ve equational de nition as a speci cation of the tail recursive program. If f n (inputs) is the na ve de nition, then output = f n (inputs) can serve as spec(inputs; output). We can prevent the trivial solution to: 8inputs; 9output: output = f n (inputs) in which f n (inputs) is substituted for output by insisting on a proof where f n does not appear as part of the witness.
Achieving proofs with the desired form automatically, requires some insight into the proof process. The synthesis of our equivalent to rev 2 involves a generalised version of the speci cation theorem which is then be shown to be imply the original. This step guarantees that the synthesised function satis es the original speci cation. The exact nature of the generalised theorem is not known initially, but its overall form can be described. Middle-out reasoning is used to identify its components and these de ne the synthesised function. This reasoning is guided to satisfy the criterion that the existential witnesses for the output are identical in induction hypothesis and conclusion All this is implemented using a proof planning system.
Tail-Recursive Reverse Example
To illustrate this process, consider the synthesis of tail recursive reverse. Using the na ve reverse to specify the required procedure gives the speci cation theorem: 8x; 9z: z = rev n (x) Firstly, we generalise this theorem to: 8x; 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (x); a)
(1) which leaves us with the obligation to show that the generalised theorem entails the original one: 8x; 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (x); a)`8x; 9z: z = rev n (x) This generalisation is an example of an eureka step. It seems to come`out of the blue' with no apparent motivation. A major problem of automation of tail recursive transformation is to nd techniques for calculating such eureka steps.
To prove (1), the generalised theorem, we use simple list induction on x.
The
Step Case
The step case of this induction is: 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (h :: t); a) We rewrite the induction conclusion using rst the de nition of rev n : 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = append(append(rev n (t); h :: nil); a) and then the associativity of append: 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); append(h :: nil; a)) which simpli es using the de nition of append to: 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); h :: a) The step case can now be nished o by stripping o the universal quanti ers and instantiating the a in the induction hypothesis to h :: a in the induction conclusion. The induction hypothesis and induction conclusion are then identical. Note that the existentially quanti ed variables, z, in the induction hypothesis and the induction conclusion are equal. This equality ensures that a tail recursive procedure will be synthesised by the proof.
The Base Case
The base case is:`8 a; 9z: z = append(rev n (nil); a)
The de nitions of rev n and append simplify this tò 8a; 9z: z = a which can be proved by instantiating z to a.
The Justi cation
It only remains to prove the original theorem from the generalised one.
8x; 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (x); a)`8x; 9z: z = rev n (x) Stripping the two 8x quanti ers while identifying the xs, gives: 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (x); a)`9z: z = rev n (x) Instantiating a to nil gives: 9z: z = append(rev n (x); nil)`9z: z = rev n (x) The hypothesis now simpli es to the conclusion.
The proof is now complete. Analysis of the proof gives the required tail recursive de nition of rev t . rev t (l) = rev 2 (l; nil) rev 2 (nil; a) = a rev 2 (h :: t; a) = rev 2 (t; h :: a) 3 
Proofs as Programs
We have implemented the proofs as programs technique in the O Y S T ER system, 4]. O Y S T ER is a interactive theorem prover for intuitionalist type theory, a higher order, constructive, typed logic based on Martin L of Type Theory. It is a Prolog reimplementation of the Nuprl system. One advantage of using this logic for program synthesis is that every rule of inference of the logic has an associated program construction rule, so that the synthesised program is built as a side e ect of constructing the proof, and no post-analysis of the proof is required to extract it.
The technical basis of this program construction process is that every statement of the logic has the form a 2 A, with three possible readings:
1. a is an object of type A; 2. a is a proof of proposition A; 3. a is a program meeting the speci cation A. (a is also called the extract term.) The rst two readings were discovered by Curry and Howard, and are called thè Curry-Howard isomorphism' and the`propositions as types principle'. The third reading extends this to the`proofs as programs principle'
Our synthesis technique exploits the ambiguity provided by these three readings. We treat the input and output variables as objects belonging to some type, e.g. lists of natural numbers, and the speci cation as a proposition over these objects. We prove the speci cation suppressing the details of its extract term. When the proof is complete this extract term is revealed and interpreted as a functional program.
Following Nuprl, O Y S T ER provides the facility for writing tactics. These are programs (in O Y S T ER's case Prolog programs) which apply rules of inference of the logic. Tactics can embody some heuristic ideas about how the proof should proceed, and thus be used to guide the theorem prover. The rest of this paper is concerned with the nature of the heuristics we have developed to guide inductive proofs, in particular tail recursive transformations, with how these heuristics are embodied in the O Y S T ER system, and with how they can automate the discovery of eureka steps.
Proof Plans
The recent work of the Mathematical Reasoning Group at Edinburgh derives from the Boyer-Moore, 1], characterisation of proofs as a combination of special purpose components, such as symbolic evaluation and induction, which act in concert. We have reconstructed and extended the Boyer-Moore components and implemented them as O Y S T ER tactics. Moreover, we use an ai plan formation program, CL A M, to link these components together, 2]. Each tactic is speci ed by a method using a meta-logic. The pair of tactic and method is called a proof plan. CL A M operates on a meta-level representation of the proof tree, and uses meta-level reasoning on the methods to select a combination of tactics customised to the current theorem. This combination can then be executed in the object-level logic to produce a proof.
In particular, the meta-level representation of the proof can contain meta-variables. These meta-variables act as place holders for expressions to whose precise identity we are not yet ready to commit. They are introduced during the meta-level application of rules of inference which at the object-level require some commitment, and are later instantiated by uni cation during the planning process. Meta-variables can be of higher-order type, so higher order uni cation is required to instantiate them. Meta-variables can be introduced, for instance, during the stripping of an existential quanti er on the right hand side of a sequent or a universal quanti er on the left hand side of a sequent, or during the generalisation of a theorem. At the objectlevel these proof steps require a commitment to some particular expression, e.g. as the witness of a quanti er. We call this use of meta-variables middle-out reasoning, because it allows us to turn the search space inside out | doing the middle of the proof rst and the beginning later.
The proof plans technique is easily adapted to deal with a variety of types of proof using a body of general-purpose proof plans. Methods describe the preconditions under which their tactics are applicable and the e ect of their tactics on given input sequents. A simple, iterative-deepening search strategy is used by the planner. No combinatorial explosion is encountered due to the small size of the search space de ned by the proof plans. The object-level search space, on the other hand, is huge, cf. 2]. Some standard proof plans are:
induction : selection and application of an appropriate induction rule; symbolic evaluation : simpli cation of expressions using de nition unfolding; rippling : rewriting the induction conclusion to make it resemble the induction hypothesis; tautology : propositional tautology checking plus simple equality manipulation; existential : middle-out reasoning to postpone selecting an existential witness; fertilization use of the induction hypothesis to prove the induction conclusion.
By using these proof plans in appropriate combinations, CL A M is capable of proving a sizeable body of theorems from the Boyer-Moore corpus. As in the Boyer-Moore theorem-prover, theorems which have already been proved may be made available as lemmas for later proofs, but this increases the size of the search space.
The key proof plan is rippling. It is also the only one that is not self-explanatory. We outline it below.
In the step case of an induction proof we prove the induction conclusion from the induction hypothesis. These two formulae are very similar. We call their points of di erence, wave fronts. Wave fronts are expressions with holes in them. We indicate them by putting them in boxes, e.g. 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = append(rev n ( h :: t); a) The role of rippling is to move these wave fronts from their innermost position around the induction variable to somewhere where they will not block the matching of induction hypothesis to induction conclusion. There are two such places: (1) surrounding the entire induction conclusion, and (2) surrounding an universally quanti ed variable, e.g. an accumulator. This movement is e ected by rewrite rules called wave rules. There are two kinds corresponding to the two directions of movement: longitudinal wave rules move the wave fronts outwards, and transverse wave rules move the wave fronts sideways. To move wave fronts to target (1) involves purely longitudinal wave rules, but to move them to target (2) involves longitudinal wave rules followed by transverse wave rules, and sometimes followed by longitudinal wave rules applied backwards. Examples of longitudinal wave rules are: append(X; append( Y ; Z) ) ) append( append(X; Y ) ; Z) (2) rev n ( X :: Y ) ) append( rev n (Y ) ; X :: nil) (3) append( X :: Y; Z) ) X :: append(Y;
X, Y and Z in these rules are meta-variables, i.e. these rewrite rules are really rule schemata. We adopt the convention that upper case letters represent meta-level variables and lower case letters represent object-level variables. Using meta-variables facilitates the use of uni cation at the meta-level during middle-out reasoning.
The rewriting of: 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n ( h :: t); a) to: 8a; 9z: z = append( append( rev n (t) ; h :: nil) ; a) using longitudinal wave rule (3) is an example of rippling outwards, and the application of transverse wave rule (4) to this to produce: 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); append(h :: nil; a ) ) is an example of rippling sideways. For more details see 5].
Proof Plans for Tail-Recursive Synthesis
For tail-recursive synthesis, the existing proof plans were adapted, mostly simply to inhibit inadvertent application in the presence of meta-variables. The rippling proof plan was signi cantly changed, and a new generalisation proof plan was added to create and introduce the generalised theorem. These will now be described in detail.
Tail-Recursive Generalisation
We add a new proof plan for tail-recursive generalisation. Our overall strategy is to generalise in order to be able to construct a proof with the special characteristic of not altering the existential witnesses in the induction step case. In particular, the generalisation introduces an accumulator. Suppose f n (inputs) is the na ve procedure and f t (inputs) is the tail-recursive procedure. We will synthesise a procedure f 2 (inputs; accumulator) and de ne f t (inputs) = f 2 (inputs; a 0 ), for some particular value, a 0 , of the accumulator. We, therefore, want to generalise the speci cation, outputs = f n (inputs), of f t to a speci cation, outputs = g(f n (inputs); accumulator), of f 2 . and recover the value a 0 from the justi cation branch of this generalised proof. Since we don't know what value of g to use to wrap f t (inputs) and accumulator together, we will use a meta-variable, which will be instantiated by later stages of the proof, i.e. the new speci cation will be: outputs = G(f n (inputs); accumulator).
Preconditions
The proof plan applies when the goal is of the form: 8x; 8y; 9z: z = f n (x; y) where y represents zero or more additional parameters. This is a universally quanti ed expression consisting of an equality between an existentially quanti ed variable and an arbitrary term containing any of the universally quanti ed variables but not the existentially quanti ed one.
If middle-out reasoning is already taking place on the goal, initiating further middle-out reasoning is likely to be unwieldy or explosive, so a check is made that it does not currently contain any meta-variables. Speci cally, since the generalised goal has the same form as the ungeneralised one, the lack of such a check could result in generalisations of generalisations, etc.
E ects and Tactic
The rst output sequent of the tactic is the generalisation of the original speci cation theorem, i.e.`8 x; 8y; 8a; 9z: z = G(f n (x; y); a) where G is a meta-variable. The second output sequent is the justi cation proof branch: i.e. that the generalised theorem implies the original one.
8x; 8y; 8a; 9z: z = G(f n (x; y); a)`8x; 8y; 9z: z = f n (x; y)
Longitudinal Wave Proof Plan
Rippling is applied during the step case of inductive proofs, after wave fronts have been inserted by the induction method. It consists of repeated, but selective, rewriting with longitudinal and transverse wave rules. Rippling works by calling two sub-proof-plans: longitudinal wave and transverse wave. Our versions of these are identical to the standard one, except that they take account of the possibility that the input sequent could contain meta-variables.
The longitudinal wave plan takes as input a sequent such as the generalisation:
8x; 8y; 8a; 9z: z = G(f n ( c( x ) ; y); a)
Preconditions
Assume that the longitudinal wave rule applied to this is 3 :
Wave rules like this are selected and tested in turn. In standard CL A M the left-handside of the rule would be tested to see if it uni ed as a whole with some subterm of the sequent. Expressions are annotated with marks to indicate wave fronts. The standard CL A M uni cation algorithm aligns these marks and hence the wave fronts in goal and rule. In our middle-out reasoning system, separate uni cations are performed successively on each of the following expression pairs, and progressive instantiation takes place. the terms contained by the respective wave fronts, x and X the smallest terms containing the wave fronts, c(x) and (x) the term to be rewritten and the whole left-hand side of the rule, f n (c(x); y) and ( (x); Y ). The uni cations are performed with the wave front marks removed. Wave fronts in goal and rule are still aligned by the rst two stages of our three stage uni cation process.
E ects and Tactic
These are exactly as in the standard proof plan, the application of the lemma or de nition is computed and planning continues. The tactic records what is to be applied, in which direction, and the position of the relevant subterm.
Transverse Wave Proof Plan
This incorporates changes to permit meta-variables as described for the longitudinal wave proof plan. It takes as input a sequent conclusion such as: The positions of the wave fronts before and after the use of a lemma are used to ensure that the e ect of the lemma is a ripple sideways, as intended.
Essentially everything proceeds as for the longitudinal wave proof plan, except for an extra uni cation stage. We insist that the term at the position around which the wave front is moved is uni ed with the last universally quanti ed variable in the induction conclusion, i.e. the accumulator added by the generalisation.
E ects and Tactic
Again, these are just the same as in standard CL A M.
Tail-Recursive Reverse Example Revisited
We now repeat the example of x2, but this time with annotations to explain how our proof plans are able to nd this proof with very little search. Note particularly how meta-variables are used to postpone the commitment to existential witnesses and generalisations. As before, the speci cation goal is: 8x; 9z: z = rev n (x) The only proof plans whose preconditions may be satis ed are induction and tailrecursive generalisation. After some search induction fails the tail-recursive restriction about existential witnesses. The result of generalisation is a new sequent: 8x; 8a; 9z: z = G(rev n (x); a) and a further justi cation sub-goal to show that this entails the original theorem.
Proving the Generalisation Using Induction
The only proof plans which might conceivably apply to this are existential, tailrecursive generalisation and induction. The rst two are barred since the metasequent already contains a meta-variable. Induction is una ected by the metavariable. The preconditions of the induction strategy proof plan look ahead to try to nd an induction rule that will allow rippling to proceed ( 3] explains this lookahead process). This look-ahead suggests a simple list induction on x.
The
Step Case 8a; 9z: z = G(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = G(rev n ( h :: t); a) The only applicable proof plan for this meta-sequent is rippling. Again the existential and tail-recursive generalisation's preconditions would fail due to the presence of the meta-variable.
The rippling proof plan could select several wave rules, depending on which were available. It is always debatable, when discussing wave rules, which ones should be assumed to be available. There are broadly three options:
Minimal -Only necessary de nitions, anything else to be created. Average -De nitions, along with some collection of lemmas. Speci cally not just such lemmas as will make for the proof in hand easy. Maximal -everything, no matter how trivial, which is true for the theory. The last of these is impossible. The rst is an interesting but not particularly realistic case. What mathematician or automatic theorem prover would we expect to derive everything from rst principles all the time? So we have taken the middle way and provided an average collection of rules: 20 longitudinal rules and 12 transverse ones. Below we explain what choices they present to the system reasoning middleout. From this it should be clear that they do not make the task arti cially simple.
In our example the only possible match, which obeys the constraints introduced by rippling, is, (3), the de nition of rev n . This applies, producing a new sequent: 8a; 9z: z = G(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = G( append( rev n (t) ; h :: nil) ; a) This is submitted afresh to the planner, and exactly the same proof plans apply as for its predecessor | namely only rippling. Each wave-rule is considered in turn. For each, as described before, there is progressive uni cation of the terms within the wave front, the wave front term, and the whole left-hand-side of the rule with whatever subterm of the conclusion it will match. This is vital not only to achieve the e ect we want, but also to control the higher order uni cation process. At any point, one of these uni cations may fail, and the planner will backtrack to get the next wave-rule.
Here either (2) or (4) could apply. Consider the branch of the search space in which (4) is applied. This is a sideways ripple towards the accumulator a. The uni cation instantiates G to u v:append(u; v), so, after -reduction, the result of the rule application is: 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); append(h :: nil; a ) ) Rippling nishes by applying symbolic evaluation to the wave front, which gives: 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); a)`8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (t); h :: a) Now fertilisation can apply, matching the induction hypothesis and induction conclusion and nishing the step case. a in the induction hypothesis is instantiated to h :: a from the induction conclusion.
The Base Case
The step case work has instantiated G, so the meta-sequent is 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (nil); a) The existential proof plan could apply, and would lead to the introduction of append(rev n (nil); a) for z. This would be cumbersome, but not wrong. Symbolic evaluation applies twice, using the base de nitions of rev n and append: 8a; 9z: z = a Now, the existential proof plan is the only one which can apply, it introduces a and a meta-variable Z for z. The tautology proof plan now applies, instantiating Z to a, and completing the base case.
The Justi cation
Now that G has been instantiated, the justi cation sub-goal is to prove: 8x; 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (x); a)`8x; 9z: z = rev n (x) First, we assume that any universally quanti ed variables in the conclusion should be identi ed with their counterparts in the generalisation hypothesis. So each of these is introduced, and echoed in the hypothesis. 8a; 9z: z = append(rev n (x); a)`9z: z = rev n (x)
The work described in this paper is completely automated. In contrast, the account given in 8] is theoretical. Their work concentrates on the preservation of equivalence by the technique without detailed examination of the search problems arising from the need to identify the values of higher-order variables present in the output program, but not the input. This identi cation is non-trivial in general. Darlington's approach is automated to a considerable degree, but full automation was never a goal of that system. Lacking the tools of the CL A M approach, such as the monitoring of wavefronts, it has less ability to characterise the types of operation, and so needs more guidance. Explicit instructions to unfold using de nitions and then use an associativity lemma provide such guidance. The various kinds of wave rules we have described are de ned syntactically according to their e ect on the conclusion of an inductive proof. Longitudinal waves are not only the recursive steps of de nitions, but anything which can achieve the same e ect of moving a wavefront upwards in the term structure. Transverse waves are not just derived from associative functions, they too are syntactically de ned to include any lemmas which enable a wavefront to be moved sideways. In this sense the proof plans system is more general. It is, however, worth pointing out that Darlington's system is capable of other forms of optimisation than tail-recursiveness, which have not so far been implemented with proof plans.
A signi cant di erence between the work described in this paper and the transformational approaches is that here we prove that the synthesised program satises the original speci cation. Each of these other techniques carries the burden of guaranteeing that their processes of transformation are equivalence-preserving. A disadvantage for our approach is that time must be spent proving this satisfaction on each occasion, but this is compensated for by the fact that any constraints required are those particular to this proof. We do not have to prove that the general process is equivalence preserving, as must be done by computational induction for each higher order template in 8].
Results and Conclusions
We have described a novel approach to the transformation of na ve procedures into tail-recursive ones. We specify the tail-recursive procedure using the na ve de nition and synthesise it using the proofs as programs technique embodied in the O Y S T ER proof development system. Restrictions on the form of the proof ensure that the resulting extract term is bound to be tail-recursive. To control the search involved in this proof we have used the proof plans technique as embodied in the CL A M proof planner. This reduces a huge object-level search space to a small meta-level search space, which can be successfully searched by a weak general-purpose strategy: iterative-deepening.
We have introduced a new form of generalisation, which is required for tailrecursive transformation, and extended the middle-out reasoning capabilities of CL A M by allowing the use of meta-variables during generalisation. This has necessitated the improvement of some of the existing CL A M proof plans so that they can cope with meta-variables more successfully.
The approach has been successfully tested on the synthesis of procedures for the summation of an arbitrary function from 0 to an arbitrary value, times, total, greatest and length. In each case a simple and natural tail-recursive procedure is synthesised. We plan to continue testing. Initial results suggest that this is a powerful new technique which extends existing ones.
Further work needs to be done to specify all the restrictions which are appropriate to the choice of uni cation given our understanding of the aims of the task. Work is in progress to improve the exibility of the uni cation process so that composite functions can be identi ed, and to extend Huet's algorithm to dependent types.
